Practice handwriting with ready to use, durable, Write-and-Wipe Desk Mats! The set includes 30 double-sided mats, enough for the whole classroom. The desk mats measure 11" X 17", allowing a large space to write. Write-and-Wipe Desk Mats are a perfect fit for any desk or large table.

A full page of handwriting lines are on one side of the mat which can be used to practice writing letters, sentences, or even a paragraph. Handwriting lines with a blank space on top are on the other side of the mat. This side can be used to draw a picture and write descriptive sentences about it. The lines used on both sides of the mat are based on K-2 line widths.

Use a dry-erase or wet-erase marker on these mats. When cleaning off the wet-erase marker, use a damp cloth and do not saturate the mats with water. Using too much water will ruin the mats. When not in use, store in the sturdy box provided to ensure the mats will be intact year after year.

**Suggested Activities**

- Using the handwriting paper side, hand out a mat to each student and have them practice writing the alphabet. Lowercase and uppercase can be practiced.

- Using the handwriting paper side, hand out a mat to each student and have them write a short paragraph, either as creative writing or in response to what was just learned in class.

- Using the handwriting and drawing side, hand out a mat to each student and have them
choose something to draw and then write a sentence or sentences describing it.

Then have the pair swap mats and write about what their partner drew.

• Use the handwriting and drawing side and split the class into pairs. Have each student draw a picture.

Look for these other great products from Learning Resources®
LER1637  Write-and-Wipe Desk Mats – US/World Maps
LER1638  Write-and-Wipe Desk Mats – Venn Diagram/T-Chart
LER1639  Write-and-Wipe Desk Mats – Math Graphs